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Abstract
Severe economic distress that provokes regulators to curb speculation by financial institutions may have
unintended costs for non-financial firms. In 1936 the Comptroller of the Currency unexpectedly
announced just such a regulation, stating that supervised banks were no longer eligible to purchase
securities rated below “investment grade”. Using a differences-in-differences design I provide the first
evidence on the costs of the establishment of federal rating-based investment restrictions. I find a sudden
persistent rise in speculative bond yields after the announcement, even comparing bonds within the same
firm, and a substantial decline in equity value for firms reliant on external speculative debt financing.
Anecdotal and empirical evidence suggests that effects of the regulation were exacerbated by the reliance
on ratings. Firms reduced the size of their debt issuances in order to “game” the ratings, leading to
reduced investment and slower asset growth in subsequent years. Since these restrictions were broad,
affecting almost half of even publicly traded corporate bonds, they likely had important macroeconomic
implications and may have even played a role in the size of the 1937-1938 recession.
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“Bank regulators were eager to encourage banks to invest only in safe bonds. They issued a set of
regulations that culminated in a 1936 decree that prohibited banks from investing in 'speculative
investment securities' as determined by 'recognized rating manuals.'...Essentially, the creditworthiness
judgements of these third-party raters had attained the force of law.” – White (2010)
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Introduction
The aftermath of the Great Recession has reinvigorated debate about the regulation of speculative

investing by banks and the role of ratings assigned by credit rating agencies (CRAs) in implementing that
regulation. For example, in response to the recent passage of rules banning speculation by banks, via the
“Volcker Rule”, former congressman Jeb Hensarling argued that the regulation could make it “more
expensive for businesses to grow” 1, while former Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker argued that
“proprietary trading of financial instruments – essentially speculative in nature –[is] engaged in primarily
for the benefit of limited groups of highly paid employees and of stockholders” 2. This debate is made
even more contentious by the historical reliance on CRAs to determine what investments are deemed
“speculative”. In a speech to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Thomas McGuire,
Executive Vice President at Moody’s Investor Services, noted that “[b]y using securities ratings as tools
of regulation, governments fundamentally change the nature of the product agencies sell”. One potential
unintended consequence is that it may incentivize firms to engage in detrimental actions in order to
“game” the ratings. This debate is not a new one in U.S. history, but one that has its origins in a 1936
regulation passed in response to the Great Depression that prevented banks from buying bonds rated
below “investment grade” by CRAs. This controversial policy constituted the inception of federal ratingbased investment restrictions and a watershed moment in the debate surrounding CRAs as a tool to curb
bank speculation. While the 1936 ruling has been widely considered a seminal milestone in the influence
of CRAs in the U.S. economy (Harold 1938; West 1973; Partnoy 1999; Sylla 2002; Kisgen 2006;
Flandreau et al. 2009; White 2010) prior work has not evaluated the direct effect of the passage of the
regulation. In this paper I provide the first empirical analysis of the effects of this regulation and provide
evidence on the costs to non-financial firms of rating-based regulation, intended to curb speculation,
provoked by severe economic distress.
In particular, I examine the unexpected announcement on February 15th, 1936 by the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) that banks could no longer purchase bonds rated below “investment
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grade”. Using a differences-in-differences design, I compare firms who finance themselves with
speculative vs. investment grade bonds. I find a sudden and persistent rise in speculative bond yields after
the announcement, even comparing bonds within the same firm and a 3-5% decline in equity value for
firms reliant on external speculative debt financing. The finding of a negative effect on equity prices
highlights the importance of evaluating these sorts of regulations during the economic environments when
they are implemented. On one hand, higher costs of borrowing 3 may reduce the value of constrained firms
(e.g., Livdan et al 2009), but on the other hand, firms suffering from agency problems (Jensen and
Meckling 1976) could experience an increase in value. Prior work that examines firm valuation effects
on public market bank capital shocks focuses on a period with large capital inflows into high-yield
markets (the 1980s), and finds declines in debt, investment and bond prices, but increases or no effect on
equity values (Kilger and Sarig 2000; Tang 2009; Lemmon and Roberts 2010) 4. This evidence might lead
a researcher to predict that in the 1930s regulators could have managed banks’ risk-taking without
imposing significant costs on non-financial firms, achieving the best of both worlds. By contrast, I find
that the 1936 regulation had substantial costs for non-financial firms. Since almost half of even publicly
traded corporate bonds were affected, my paper suggests this was not only a watershed moment in the
history of CRA influence but is likely to have had broader implications for our understanding of the
development of the U.S. economy.
Though the ruling was provoked by the Great Depression, by the spring of 1936 it had been more
than 6 years since the initial market crash, and high yield corporate bond rates had fully recovered to the
levels seen prior to the downturn. In fact, relative to the downturn, both chronologically and in bond yield
recovery, the timing of this ruling was similar to those for more modern regulations, such as the initial
2014 passage of the Volcker Rule 5. By contrast, the 1980s have been described as an “overheated”
(Kaplan and Stein 1993) credit boom for high yield corporate debt likely to be very different than periods
of economic recovery following distress. Theory predicts that effects on firm value of capital restrictions
are driven by the trade-off between agency costs and financial constraints. During recoveries agency
3

A body of literature shows that constraints on the purchase of a given security can cause declines in the value of those directlyaffected securities (e.g., Kisgen 2006; Kisgen and Strahan 2010; Ellul et al. 2011; Aslan and Kumar 2015; Almeida et al 2017),
which would predict a rise in the costs of public debt market borrowing to this regulation.
4
Lemmon and Roberts (2010) attribute differential responses of access to high yield credit among debt and equity as “consistent
with agency-based theories highlighting overinvestment”, while Kilger and Sarig (2000) interpret the opposite responses of bond
and stock prices to Moody’s rating refinements during a similar time period as evidence that more expected risk is bad news for
bonds, but good news for shareholders, since they own residual claims to the value of the firm. Empirical evidence in each are
consistent with both interpretations and support theoretical predictions of declines in debt issuance, investment and bond prices,
but increases in equity values in their time period.
5 Unfortunately, since most banking regulations, including the Volcker Rule, are anticipated and include multiple regulatory
implications beyond just restricting bank provision of capital in public markets, analyses of effects on firm equity values are
challenging in modern markets. For these reasons Bao et al. (2018) can’t look at the effect on firm value, but they do show
increased bond illiquidity after downgrades following passage of the Volcker Rule.
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problems are reduced by firm exit, managerial replacement, and restructuring (Graham et al. 2011) and
access to capital may still be more fragile than during periods of market booms, suggesting the potential
for very different effects of these sort of regulations in recoveries relative to booms.
Since I only have a single event, a natural concern might be that results are confounded by
concurrent economic trends. To alleviate these concerns, I show that in the days prior to the
announcement there is no evidence of differential trends in the equity returns of firms using speculative
vs. investment grade bond financing. There are also no significant equity price movements in either
direction for firms utilizing investment grade financing in the days preceding or following the
announcement. Results hold comparing firms with bonds just above versus firms with bonds just below
the investment grade cut-off and when computing excess returns by controlling for industry returns in the
post period. Placebo tests comparing firms with higher rated bonds vs. firms with lower rated bonds
within speculative or investment grade reveal no equity price response. Neither do risky firms without
public debt. These placebos provide compelling evidence that results are not driven by co-incident shocks
that could have differentially affected firms based on risk exposure. Instead, the evidence suggests that
the regulation itself was responsible for the observed reduction in firm equity values.
To explore the drivers of this reduction in equity values I then rerun the analysis focusing on
secondary market bond prices. I find that bond yields rise 0.9-1.6% for speculative grade, relative to
investment grade bonds, suggesting an increase in costs of financing for firms utilizing speculative grade
bonds. Just like with equities, these results hold when comparing bonds just above and below the
thresholds and when controlling for issue-level loadings on average aggregate bond returns. Since many
firms had multiple liquid bonds with different ratings, I can include all the previous controls while also
comparing bonds that are above and below investment grade within the same firm before and after the
regulation. Again, I find that yields rise for speculative grade bonds, providing evidence of an increase in
the financing costs faced by non-financial firms from rating-contingent regulations that restrict bank
investment 6. On the other hand, bond yields rise substantially less than equity prices decline. This
suggests that much of the fall in firm value is driven by not only changes in the observed cost of
financing, but also a reduction in the quantity of valuable investments undertaken. Large responses of
quantities and more muted responses of bond prices to capital shocks in public markets for high yield debt
are consistent with results found in Chernenko and Sunderam (2011), though the authors do not evaluate
the effects on equity values. In my setting effects on quantities are less well identified, but I do find
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slower debt, investment, and asset growth and reduced equity volatility for firms reliant on speculative
debt financing following the regulation.
Responses of quantities to this regulation also appear to be exacerbated by additional distortions
created by regulatory reliance on CRAs. Firms appear to reduce the size of their debt issuances in order to
“game” the ratings. This is consistent with evidence in modern markets that ratings-targeting can affect
firms’ capital structure and investment decisions (Kisgen 2006; Kisgen 2009; Begley 2015; Kisgen 2018).
In fact, I document the very first instance in U.S. history of a firm near the investment grade cut-off
altering the size of its debt issuance with the objective of receiving an investment grade rating. The firm
reduced the size of its debt issuance, and likely its subsequent investment, rather than providing a higher
interest rate. This anecdotal case is also supported by the empirical evidence. Speculative bonds that are
closer to the investment grade cut-off have a smaller rise in yields after the announcement, even when
comparing bonds within the same firm, while equity volatility responses for firms with bonds near the
cut-off are if anything larger. This is consistent with firms near the cut-off reducing debt issuance and
investment more aggressively in order to pick-up an investment grade rating.
In addition to those contributions my research fits into a broader literature examining how agency
costs, financial constraints, ratings, and access to bank capital affect firm value. For example, empirical
research indicates that more easily available capital can lead firms to make value-destroying investments
due to agency problems (Kalcheva and Lins 2007; Lie 2015), but overall evidence on the effects of
constraints on stock risk and returns are more mixed. Whited and Wu (2006), Gomes et al. (2006), and
Livdan et al. (2009) show that proxies for constrained firms are associated with higher stock returns and
risk, while Lamont et al. (2001) find the reverse 7. Previous research has also found that rating
downgrades, which could potentially alter available demand for firm debt, are correlated with changes in
firm value (Holthausen and Leftwich 1986; Dichev and Piotroski 2001), but Vassalou and Xing (2005)
note that the timing of downgrades in these papers is not random. After adjusting for time-varying default
risk there may not be abnormal equity returns following bond downgrades at any level. More clearly,
prior research has shown that disruptions to private arms-length financing tends to reduce bank-dependent
firms’ equity values (Chava and Purnanandam 2009), but it is unlikely such estimates provide clear
insights into the effects in public capital markets. Arms-length relationship lending is monitored
specifically to reduce agency problems (Diamond 1991; Hoshi et al. 1993), while in public markets banks
represent just another set of potentially informed investors. Despite that, my research shows that

7 Hahn and Lee (2009) documents higher returns in univariate regressions, but no difference after controlling for firm size. As
Hahn and Lee (2009) note much of the variation in findings may stem from the difficulty in separating effects of financial
constraints from those of financial distress.
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reductions in bank capital available for even public transactions, caused by regulation intended to curb
speculation, has important implications for the value of non-financial firms.

2

Historical Background

2.1

The Introduction of Rating-Contingent Regulation
In 1909 John Moody was inspired by the success of credit ratings used by mercantile credit report

agencies in the 19th century and contemporaneous corporate bond rating systems in Vienna and Berlin to
publish his first “Moody’s Manual” with ratings of the securities of railroad companies. Moody’s had
also settled on a set of ratings which he would not significantly alter until the 1980s, with Aaa
constituting the highest rated securities followed by Aa, A, Baa, Ba, B, Caa, Ca, and C respectively. The
volumes on railroads were so successful in 1914 he started publishing ratings for the securities of utility
and industrial companies. Poor’s Publishing Company who had been successfully selling comprehensive
manuals of firm statistics for more than a half century quickly joined the ratings business in 1916,
followed soon afterwards by Standard Statistics in 1922, and Fitch Publishing Company in 1924. Thus,
by the mid-1920s the names of the credit rating agencies who still constitute the largest players in the
industry had been established: Moody’s, Poor’s, Standard, and Fitch 8. By 1928 Hickman (1957)
estimates that over 98% of all corporate debt was rated by at least one of these firms. In fact, ratings were
so comprehensive in the mid-1920s to find another period with as many firms with rated debt you would
have to wait 70 years until the latter half of the 1990s (Fons 2004).
Though rating agencies were already a large business by the 1920s, they did not become a part of
regulation until the 1930s. In 1931 Gustav Osterhus noted that Federal Reserve began using bond ratings
in the 1930s in their examination of banks’ portfolios for the first time, but the first explicit ratingcontingent regulation occurred in the fall of 1931 when the OCC specified that banks with bonds rated
Baa or higher would be carried at cost while those below that level would require fractional write-offs for
capital requirements. In 1932 insurance regulation followed suit, but specified that all bonds rated Ba or
higher would be marked at cost, while those lower rated would be marked-to-market. Therefore, as
suggested by the analysis of Fons (2004) and Flandreau (2010) this established the first instance of
national rating-contingent regulation, but did not definitively establish the “investment grade” barrier at
the Baa level or prevent investment in securities below any specific threshold.
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The clear establishment of what we now know as the investment grade barrier at “Baa” occurred
in the spring of 1936. On February 15th, 1936 the OCC issued a ruling stating that national federal
reserve member banks could not invest in “speculative” securities as indicated by rating agency manuals,
where speculative was interpreted by Moody’s in their weekly release to constitute all bonds rated “Ba”9
(or the equivalent for the other rating agencies) or lower 10. It is worth noting that since the ruling applied
only to the purchase of speculative corporate bonds, not bonds already held on the balance sheet of banks,
it did not require a mass selling of speculative grade bonds. In response to this ruling The Securities
Tabulation Corporation of New York released a report of every single eligible bond, which showed that
about half of all bonds traded on the NYSE (and more than half of all non-NYSE listed bonds) would no
longer be eligible for purchase by banks. Unlike the ruling in 1931, which was minimally mentioned in
the media, this announcement was followed by multiple editorials in the Wall Street Journal and New
York Times which were critical of the ruling, in addition to numerous complaints by bankers 11. The ruling
was considered so important that for the first time rating agencies started rating bonds prior to issuance,
rather than waiting until they were already trading in the secondary market, which had been the standard
up to that at point in history. It is perhaps not surprising then that in 1938 Gilbert Harold noted that “it is
unanimously asserted by the ratings agencies that the use of bond ratings today is greater than ever before
and that the use and reliance on the ratings is growing year by year”.
Though the regulation was controversial and the timing surprising, this regulation was provoked
by reasonable concerns about the role that excess risk-taking by banks played during the Great
Depression. Perhaps not surprisingly, periods of recovery from economic distress appear to be associated
with regulations intended to curb bank speculation. Two examples of this are illustrated in Figure 1. I plot
Baa rated corporate bond yields for the 15 years surrounding the Great Depression and Great Recession
on the same graph. I chose the starting years so that the 1929 wall street crash and 2007 collapse of
Lehman Brothers are approximately aligned. As can be seen both the 1936 ruling and initial 2014 passage
of the Volcker Rule occurred around 6-7 years after the initial market crash. They also occur after the
initial distress had abated and markets have recovered. In fact, in the both cases corporate bond yields
have fully recovered to the levels seen prior to the relevant crisis by the time the regulations are passed.
While bond markets may have recovered, empirical evidence suggests firms with severe agency
problems were more likely to fail during the Great Depression, thus exiting the sample of firms in
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Harold (1938) writing at that time noted that “recognition of bonds as ‘investment grade’ by the United States Comptroller of
the Currency (and by most of the state banking Superintendents) goes no lower than the Baa rating”.
10 It was understood that the ruling would apply to state banks as well, which was formalized in a letter sent February 26th, 1936.
11 “Banks oppose eligibility rules for investments”, Wall Street Journal, March 13, 1936; “Security regulations opposed by
bankers”, Wall Street Journal, June 25, 1936
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operation during the recovery, and replace management, both of which contributed to a period when
agency problems may have been fairly muted (Graham et al. 2011). In addition, access to capital may still
have been more fragile than during periods of market booms. Since theory suggests the effects on firm
values of restricting capital are driven by the trade-off between agency problems and financial constraints,
it is important to examine the effects of such regulations during the types of economic periods when they
are mostly likely to be implemented. This is one of the benefits of examining the 1936 regulation, since it
occurred during a period of recovery following severe economic distress, when such policies are most
likely to occur.
Another benefit of examining this time period is that, unlike modern markets, there is no evidence
of bunching above the investment grade cut-off, which allows for a straight forward comparison of bonds
just above and below the cut-off. This can be seen in Figure 2, where in Figure 2a I plot the long-term
credit ratings distribution from S&P from 1981-2012 and in Figure 2b I plot the distribution of Moody’s
ratings in the three years prior to the 1936 ruling. As can be seen in Figure 2a, and has been documented
more thoroughly by Kisgen (2006), firms appear to engage in behaviors to push themselves above the
investment grade cut-off, causing a substantial dip in the distribution of ratings around the cut-off. This
suggests that firms just above and below the cut-off are likely to be quite different in the modern time
period. This may not be surprising given the history of ratings since the 1930s. In the 1970s issuers began
paying for ratings and the agencies became designated as nationally recognized statistical rating
organizations (Jiang et al. 2012; Bruno et al. 2016; Behr et al. 2017). By the 2000s explicit ratingcontingent triggers were pervasive in bond covenants and in the regulation and management of
institutional investors 12. Even absent explicit rating-based regulations, the investment grade cut-off had
been established over 80 years prior and may have also become a coordination mechanism for firms (Boot
et al. 2006). Given all that, it isn’t surprising that firms engage in behaviors that appear consistent with
ratings-targeting, especially around the investment grade cut-off (Kisgen 2009). By contrast, I show in
Figure 2b that there is no evidence of bunching around the investment grade cut-off in the years prior to
the 1936 ruling. This supports the idea that this ruling established the important of the investment grade
cut-off and the potential validity of the proposed empirical design in this paper.
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For example, Standard and Poor’s (2002) survey around 1,000 investment grade issuers in the U.S. and Europe and found that
nearly half have borrowing arrangements that include credit rating contingent triggers. The Federal Reserve also noted 46
regulations explicitly referencing CRAs in 2010. Chen et al. (2014) also note that in 2005 a redefinition of the Lehman Brothers
Index which lead to relabeling of some bonds as investment grade, but which had no regulatory implications, cause changes in
bond prices because of institutional investor reliance on ratings.
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2.2

The Importance of Institutional Investors
Just as they do today institutional investors constituted the majority of investors in corporate

bonds 13. Goldsmith (1958) shows that in 1939 about 65% of all corporate debt was held by institutional
investors, almost all of which was held by commercial banks, life insurance companies, and trust
departments. In the market for the primary issuance of corporate debt, institutions, and especially banks,
played an even bigger role. About a month after the Comptroller announced restrictions on investment in
speculative bonds by Reserve Member banks the New York Times made a special note of the importance
of banks in the primary issuance market for corporate bonds.
The importance of banks as outlets for new securities has seldom been more pronounced than now.
The greatest proportion of almost all the new bond issues marketed in the last six months has found
its way into the vaults of banks, insurance companies or other institutional buyers. It is estimated
that 85 to 90 per cent of recent bond offerings has been absorbed by those buyers, of which Reserve
Bank members have accounted for the largest part.
New York Times March 22, 1936
The role of banks as investors in speculative corporate bonds is not surprising since they were likely to be
sophisticated. While over the 1930s insurance companies and trust companies became larger investors in
all asset classes, even in 1939 Moody’s noted that the movement of banks out of bonds could not be
easily replaced by existing institutional investors.
It may be that some banks could successfully shift bonds to insurance companies and other nonbank buyers. Considering the volume of bonds held by all banks, it is unlikely that all the banks
could successfully shift any considerable amount of bonds to nonbank buyers.
Moody’s Investor Services (1939)
As Moody’s noted non-bank buyers were unlikely to be able to easily move into the bonds held by banks.
Harold (1938) notes that while insurance and trust companies were not usually officially restricted from
investing in speculative securities they were oftentimes discouraged in the form of increased reserve
requirements and “suggested” guidelines 14 and in general were not as natural investors as banks in
securities that required more market expertise. This speaks to a more general point about the relative
importance of banks in credit provision that is true even in the modern time period.
I would expect this reduction in credit demand to be particular difficult for firms reliant on
external financing, especially corporate debt placements with banks, which at the time varied
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Based on estimates from the Flows of Funds Accounts in the United States.
Even in the 1920s investment trusts used ratings to reassure investors of the quality of their portfolios (Flandreau 2010). For
instance Robinson (1929) points out that the trust company Untied States Shares Corporation in 1927 signaled the soundness of
its investment policy when it was initially created by stating that no securities held would be rated below Moody’s B, at most
10% securities would be below Moody’s Ba, at most 50% would be below Moody’s Baa, and at least 20% would be above A.
14
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substantially by industry. Most manufacturing firms financed themselves using internal cash flows, while
transportation companies, such as railroads, and utilities were highly dependent on external financing.
According to Koch (1943) manufacturing companies retained 58% of their savings from 1930-1933 to
finance operations, while transportation and public utilities retained only 37%. Also, while data is not
available for transportation companies he finds that from 1921-1929 and 1934-1939 for large
manufacturing firms 89% and 81% respectively of all financing was generated internally. He also shows
that from 1900-1934 almost all net corporate debt issued by railroads was purchased by banks, while for
utility companies this was about 53% and for other industrial companies it was only 19%. Calomiris and
Hubbard (1995) also look at the revealed preference for internal financing by looking at the response of
firms to undistributed profits taxes in 1936 and 1937 and find that manufacturing firms were likely to rely
heavily on internal financing, even in the presence of large incentives to reduce their retained earnings.
Based on the variation in reliance on external financing by industry I would expect non-manufacturing
firms, and especially those in transportation or utilities industries to be more affected by the ruling
restricting investment by banks 15.

2.3

Liquidity of 20th Century Bond Markets
In the modern period bonds are traded predominantly in opaque over-the-counter (OTC) markets,

while stocks are traded on organized exchanges. The lack of transparency and liquidity in corporate bond
prices makes it difficult to carry out high frequency analysis of bond price movements looking back even
two or three decades 16. This was not always the case. Until the mid-1940s the majority of trading in
stocks and bonds occurred on organized exchanges with most listed on either the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) or the New York Curb Exchange (NYCE) 17. Based on Hickman (1957) we know that
in 1936 approximately 78% of all corporate bonds were listed on a major exchange and from the New
York Times in February 1936 average daily trading volume for U.S. stocks and corporate bonds on the
NYSE were $2.6 million and $15.0 million respectively. Since bonds, like stocks, traded in large
volumes on organized exchanges there was substantial transparency and liquidity in prices. Despite the
enormous technological advances that have occurred over the last half-century Biais and Green (2007)
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I would not necessarily expect these specific industries to be more affected by rating-contingent regulation in the modern
period, but I would expect this to be the case for industries in the modern time period that are similarly dependent on external
financing.
16
The Lehman Brothers Fixed Income Database and similar databases which go back to the 1970s are only available at a
monthly frequency (Acharya, et al. 2010)
17
The New York Curb Exchange was the precursor to the modern American Stock Exchange.
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find that because bonds were trading on exchanges trading costs for corporate bonds in the 1940s were as
low or lower than they are even today.

3

Data Description

3.1

Credit Ratings
For all firms with bond prices in 1936 any new bonds issued, old bonds dropped, or ratings

changes were entered at an annual frequency from Moody’s Industrial Manual, Transportation Manual,
and Utilities Manual and all ratings changes (included new and withdrawn ratings) at a weekly frequency
from Moody’s Investment Weekly. Moody’s issued bond ratings not firm ratings so there is some
discretion in how to assign the firm rating associated with a given equity security. I assign one rating to
each firm which can be used to match to the stock price. The objective is to measure the rating a firm
would receive if it tried to issue a bond after the event date. Since new bonds were typically issued
subordinate to existing debt a firm’s lowest bond rating is a good proxy for the best rating they could
expect to receive if they issued new bonds, so I use this as the measure of a firm’s rating18.

3.2

Secondary Market Prices
All equity market data comes from the Center for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) for all

New York Stock Exchange-listed stocks for 1935-1936. Summary statistics on the matched sample of
CRSP with Moody’s manual ratings can be seen in table 1 for all 721 matching firms. As we would
expect firms with speculative grade debt tend to be smaller and have more volatile stock returns than
firms able to issue investment grade debt. They also have similar market betas, but speculative firms tend
have higher loadings on SMB and HML, which would be consistent with investment grade firms being
large value firms, while speculative firms tend to be smaller high growth firms.
In the 1930s almost all corporate bonds were traded on major exchanges, where the two largest
markets were the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and New York Curb Exchange (NYCE). Prices
from these exchanges were published on a daily basis in the financial section of the New York Times.
Comparing a sample of entries between the New York Times and other periodicals confirms consistency
across periodicals of the quoted values. From these pages I manually collected company names, bond
prices, price changes, volumes, and descriptions for the time period surrounding the event date. Data

18

As shown in the paper results are robust to using the highest bond rating instead.
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was generally collected at a monthly frequency based on week-end data 19, except for February 1936
where data was collected at a daily frequency. Consistent with what we would expect we can see in table
2a that yields are rising monotonically in ratings, and conditional on trading, bonds for most ratings are
quite liquid.

3.3

Balance Sheet Information
To look at the long-run real effects of the comptroller’s ruling I hand-collect data at an annual

frequency on the book value of total assets, long-term debt, and net property, plant and equipment
(PP&E) from 1932-1940 for 422 firms that appear in the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s
Transportation Manual, or Moody’s Utilities Manual and have NYSE stock price information available
for the same period in CRSP. From table 2b we can see that the book value of long-term debt and net
PP&E constitute around half of all total firm book value in 1935.

3.4

Aggregate Bond Quantity Data
In 1937 the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) commissioned a study of the

anticipated effects of the 1936 ruling entitled "The Investment Experience of Banks in Selected Cities,
1926-1936“. After checking with the archivist for the NBER it appears that this study was either never
completed or has been lost. In that spirit but as part of a different NBER study in the 1950s Braddock
Hickman (1957) collected an incredibly comprehensive database on bond issuance and default from the
early 1900s to the 1940s covering over 90% of all issued bonds with detailed data on contract details, par
amounts, ratings, state legality, et al. This data was aggregated and summarized in a number of papers,
but unfortunately all the original data was lost. The data collected by Hickman includes all bonds rated
and unrated, listed and unlisted, and, as far as I am aware, represents the most comprehensive data on debt
issuance broken down by rating that exists for the period.

4

Empirical Methodology
In this paper I employ a difference-in-differences methodology to explore the effect of rating-

contingent regulation restricting bank investment in speculative bonds. I look at the period immediately
surrounding the 1936 OCC announcement and compare secondary market bond and stock prices by either

19

The week-end data means that all bonds with any transactions in the week are included even if transactions did not occur on
the specific day collected.
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the security rating itself (bond response) or the minimum rating of the bonds of the firm (equity response).
For intuition I first run separate pooled regressions by category (ex. equally weighted average stock
returns of just investment grade firms) and plot the cumulative residual from the following specification
𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼 + βMkt 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀,𝑡𝑡 + βHML 𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝑡𝑡 + βSMB 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

(1)

where R is the excess equity returns for the specified portfolio, on day t, after adjusting for the FamaFrench factor controls 20, excess market returns, Mkt, high minus low book-to-market, HML, and smallminus-big market capitalization firms, SMB. Regressions coefficients are estimated based on daily data
from 1/17/35-1/17/36 and all cumulative residuals are based on out of sample tests beginning one-month
before the event date. As noted by Kolari and Pynnonen (2010) the standard deviation of portfolio returns
can be used to assess the significance of the event-window average abnormal return, since the crosssectional dependence that exists among returns on individual events is incorporated in the time series
variation.
To control for variation at the firm-level I rerun the following panel regression of the same event,
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + κ Et + λ Si + δ Si Et + X t′ 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

(2)

where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 , is the outcome of interest which are either stock returns, bond yields, % change in bond yields,

absolute value of equity returns or absolute value of idiosyncratic equity returns, depending on the

specification, Et is a dummy variable equal to one after February 15th, 1936 (inclusive), Si is a dummy

variable equal to one if the bond is speculative grade at the end of 1935 or if the left hand side is equity
related it equals one if the minimum bond rating of the firm is speculative grade at end of 1935, 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 are

time-varying controls, such as Fama-French factors, and β𝑖𝑖 are security-specific loadings on those

controls (ex. Fama-French factor loadings). This allows me to include firm or issue-level fixed effects to
control for any time invariant difference across securities in expected returns, prior to the ruling, and
relying on the common trends assumption of a difference-in-difference regression 21. In additional
robustness exercises I also include in equation (2) 2-digit SIC code industry fixed effects interacted with
event fixed effects or in the case of firms with multiple bonds with different ratings I include issuer-level
fixed effects interacted with event fixed effects. In this latter specification the identification comes from
comparing bonds within the same company before and after the OCC announcement.

20

Factor returns are taken from Ken French’s website and are based on the factors as defined in Fama and French (1993).
Empirical results are all robust to excluding the event dummy and using the cumulative abnormal returns and a null of 0%
rather than the difference-in-differences framework.
21
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5

Results

5.1

Non-Financial Firm Equity Values
On Saturday February 15th, 1936 the OCC announced that banks would be restricted from

investing in speculative grade debt 22. In response to the news, the first full trading day following the
announcement was the largest daily volume on the NYSE in the two years surrounding that date (Figure
A1). In Figure 3 I explore the effects of the announcement on firm equity values using the differences-indifferences design on daily cumulative abnormal stock returns (CARs) detailed in equation 1. I show in
Figure 3a that firms using speculative bond financing see a sudden and persistent decline of 3-6% in their
equity value immediately following the ruling, relative to those firms using investment grade debt
financing. In Table 3 I show that these findings are not sensitive to the choice of controls for systematic
risk 23. This includes having no controls (column 1), just controlling for excess market returns (column 2),
controlling for 3-Fama French Factor portfolio returns with different factor loadings by firm (column 3),
or comparing only firms within the same industries (column 4). Overall, I find a 43-103 basis point per
day abnormal return for firms requiring speculative debt financing over the first six days following the
event. These estimates, just like Figure 3, suggest a 3-6% reduction in non-financial firm equity values
caused by the regulation.
Since I have only a single event I am careful to provide evidence that supports the validity of the
parallel trends assumption in this differences-in-differences design. In Figure 3a and 3b I show no
evidence of significant pre-trends in the difference in CARs, or their separate CARs, between firms based
on their use of speculative vs. investment grade debt financing. In Figure 3b I also show no response of
firms using investment grade financing to the announced regulation. Concurrent macroeconomic news,
not related to the investment grade cut-off, should affect all firms, not just those with speculative debt
financing, providing comfort that observed effects are from the regulation.
It is possible that firms using speculative debt financing are just more sensitive to shocks, so in
Table 4 I show that effects of the regulation appear to occur non-linearly right around the investment
grade cut-off. Results hold including all bonds except those just below the cut-off (column 1) or
comparing only bonds just above and below the cut-off (column 2), but I find no effects comparing bonds
of differing ratings that are all either above (column 3) or below (column 4) the cut-off. If higher risk

22

Though at this time markets were open on Saturdays it is unclear if it was announced before or after markets closed so for my
analysis I include the 15th as the event date, but all analysis is robust to the use of Feb 17th instead.
23 Appendix tables A1 and A2 also show that effects are largely unchanged when considering alternative methods of clustering,
estimation window of factor loadings, estimation window of the treatment period, or using maximum instead of minimum bond
ratings within each firm.
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firms were more sensitive to some alternative economic news then this should have caused a larger
decline for those firms after the announcement in columns 3 and 4. The fact that results only hold when
comparing firms of higher vs. lower ratings across but not within investment/speculative grade supports
the assertion that the observed decline in equity values is driven by the regulation, not any omitted
alternative concurrent exogenous shock.
This is also supported by placebo tests on firms without publicly listed bonds presented in Figure
4 and Table 4 columns 5-6. I run the same analysis as before, but now purposefully incorrectly assign
firms without public bonds as those using speculative debt financing. Whether looking at the full sample
of firms or only those with high stock return volatility, I find no evidence of any effects for these firms.
Firms with no public debt, but high stock return volatility, have exposure to risk much higher than
investment grade firms, and similar to firms financing themselves with speculative grade bonds. Despite
this I find absolutely no evidence of declines for this group immediately following the announcement of
the regulation, again supporting the conclusion that observed effects on equity values were driven by the
OCC ruling.
Just as I showed that firms without publicly-listed bonds should be unaffected by the ruling, I
would also expect the effects to be larger for firms more reliant on these markets for their financing. At
the time this varied substantially by industry. Most manufacturing firms financed themselves using
internal cash flows, while transportation companies, such as railroads, and utilities were highly dependent
on external public bond markets 24. In Table 5 I show that all of the decline in value for firms using
speculative relative to investment grade bonds is driven by firms in industries more reliant on these
markets. That fact that I find declines in equity market value for firms requiring speculative bond
financing following the regulation in industries reliant on external financing again supports the notion that
the observed decline in market values is coming from the ruling.
Taken together I provide clear evidence that the OCC ruling caused a significant decline in nonfinancial firms’ equity values. Treated and untreated firms have parallel trends prior to the regulation,
untreated firms have no response following the announcement, effects occurs non-linearly at the
investment grade cut-off, high risk firms without public bonds are unaffected, and effects are concentrated
in industries reliant on public bond markets.

24

According to Koch (1943) manufacturing companies retained 58% of their savings from 1930-1933 to finance operations,
while transportation and public utilities retained only 37%. For large manufacturing firms from 1934-1939 81% of all financing
was generated internally. Calomiris and Hubbard (1995) also look at the revealed preference for internal financing by looking at
the response of firms to undistributed profits taxes in 1936 and 1937 and find that manufacturing firms were likely to rely heavily
on internal financing. I would not necessarily expect these specific industries to be more affected by rating-contingent regulation
in the modern period, but I would expect this to be the case for industries in the modern time period that are similarly dependent
on public capital markets.
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5.2

Bond Yields and Costs of Debt Financing
Evidence in the prior section shows that regulations to curb bank speculation have significant

spillovers that reduce the equity market value of non-financial firms, but it does not tell us the mechanism
which caused the reduction in value. In this section I look at how the regulation affected the costs of debt
financing by examining secondary market bond yields. As noted by Gilbert (1938) at the time of the
ruling "[i]t is well known in bond circles that many new issues would be offered to the public at higher
figures if the ratings on the corporation's existing issues were higher”. If this is true empirically then it
could explain some of the decline seen in equity values. In Tables 6 and A3 I show that yields on
speculative bonds rise by 0.86-1.6% (0.0012-0.0025pps), relative to investment grade bonds, following
the announcement 25.
Just as in the case of equities, results are robust to looking at those bonds just above or below
investment grade, even controlling for issue-level factor loadings (DEF) on average bond market returns
(column 2). As was the case for equity returns this suggest it is unlikely results are driven by systematic
changes in yields based on coincident macroeconomic shocks occurring at the same time as the OCC
announcement. In the case of bonds though we can take the identification strategy one step further.
Approximately 10% of firms (with 15.8% of bonds) have bonds that trade on the same dates with
different ratings such that at least one is above and one is below investment grade around the
announcement. In columns 3 I limit the analysis to this subgroup of firms and include issuer-level fixed
effects interacted with the event fixed effects, while still including issue-level fixed effects and issue-level
factor loadings on DEF. This specification allows us to compare the change in yields of bonds at the
same firm with different ratings before and after the OCC announcement. Not surprisingly power falls
significantly, but I still find that speculative bonds see an average increase in yield of 1.6% following the
announcement. While these results indicate that yields rose substantially following the regulation, they
are still quite a bit smaller than the observed fall in firms’ equity values. This suggests that a significant
portion of the total decline in firm equity value may have been driven by not only changes in the costs of
debt financing, but also reductions in value-improving investments.

25

I restrict my analysis to February of 1936 and I compute the % change in the bond yield following the OCC announcement
relative to the mean bond yield in 1936, but prior to the announcement. In all specifications it is important to exclude “stale”
bond prices, which include any cases with 1 or less sales in a day of a given bond issue. Previous versions of this paper used a
balanced panel, but these dramatically understate results since most bonds do not trade on a given day causing substantial
attenuation in all regression results.
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5.3 Firm Growth and Investment Response
While it would nice to use accounting data to cleanly estimate the effects of the regulation on
firm investment, unfortunately the frequency of data observation becomes annual instead of daily, making
causal interpretation more suspect. It is still a useful exercise though to explore the data, imperfect as it is,
and see how it aligns with the more cleanly identified results using secondary market prices. In table 7 I
use the same differences-in-differences design, comparing firms that use speculative relative to
investment grade public bond financing before and after the regulation, including both firm and industry
interacted with the year being after the regulation fixed effects. I find that firms requiring speculative
bond financing experience slower debt, investment, and asset growth in the years following the
regulation. These firms issue 21% less debt and grow net PP&E and assets 6.4% and 7.7% slower,
respectively, over the years 1936-1940. This large decline in “quantities”, instead of prices, is consistent
with previous results shown in Lemmon and Roberts (2009) and Chernenko and Sunderam (2012), and
when combined with the more cleanly identified analysis of secondary market prices, is suggestive of
persistent long-term costs to non-financial firms of rating-contingent regulation restricting bank
investments.
Unlike the higher frequency secondary market analysis in the days immediately following the
ruling, these long-term estimates are more likely to be confounded by coincident changes in the
macroeconomic environment in the years following the ruling. To marginally reduce this concern, I rerun
the analysis in table A4 comparing firms with debt financing just above (Baa) and below (Ba) the
investment grade cut-off. Again, I find firms requiring speculative financing have significantly lower
growth rates of long-term debt and assets 26. While all the results focusing on accounting variables are
subject to identifications concerns that are avoided in the more formal secondary market analyses
presented previously, it is still comforting to find simple results largely consistent with the more wellidentified findings, even readily acknowledging the limitations of such an exploration.
As another approach to analyze changes in expected firm behavior, that allows for use of more
high frequency data, I explore how the regulation affected firm equity volatility. I use the same
methodology as is employed in the previous sections utilizing secondary market prices, but the dependent
variable is an estimate of volatility based on the absolute value of daily stock returns 27. In table 8 column

26 The growth rate of net PP&E is measured with substantially more noise than either debt or total assets, so it may not mean
much that the results are no longer statistically significant in this specification. This is especially true since results including all
firms or only those on the investment grade border are not statistically different from each other, and asset growth, of which
PP&E is the largest component still has a statistically significant decline.
27 As noted in Bernstein, Hughson, and Weidenmier (2017) the standard deviation of daily returns is approximately linear for
reasonable values in the absolute value of daily returns.
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1 I find a persistent statistically significant average decline of -0.0053 for firms who are likely to finance
themselves with speculative debt. To obtain a back of the envelope calculation for the magnitude I can
scale the value by �𝜋𝜋/2 to obtain an estimate of the decline in the daily standard deviation of about

66bps. Since the median daily equity volatility for firms that financing themselves with speculative debt
is approximately 6.5% this suggests that there is close to a 10% (percent) persistent reduction in equity
volatility for these firms. In columns 2 and 3 I break down returns into those driven by systematic
changes in volatility vs. those at the firm-level and show that results are driven by firm-level changes, not
systematic overall changes in risk 28. I also show in column 4 an 8.9% percent decline in firm-driven
volatility consistent with the back-of-the-envelope estimates obtained from column 1. Not only are these
findings consistent with the reduced growth seen in firm balance sheets, but also provides additional
support that observed declines in firm equity values are not driven by an unrelated concurrent increase in
expected risk.

5.4 Distortions from Regulatory Reliance on Ratings
Overall effects of the OCC’s regulation appear to have been amplified by additional distortionary
incentives created by the regulatory reliance on ratings. This is illustrated by a contemporaneous account
of the effect the regulation had on firm behavior. The New York Times noted just a month after the
announcement that a firm may have avoided issuing bonds they knew would be designated as
“speculative” by the rating agencies.
A conspicuous example of pre-offering rating occurred with the proposed issue of $40,000,000 of
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation 4 per cent bonds…Two leading agencies rated these bonds
just below the ‘line’ of eligibility as investments for member banks. While it is not held that these
ratings were solely responsible for the original postponement of the offering, some observers
strongly believe they played an important part in it.
New York Times, March 22, 1936
It appears that Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation may have postponed its offering after it discovered it
would be rated just below the eligibility line for investment grade. Consistent with this interpretation,
Jones & Laughlin Steel I find that the firm still made the offering a month later in April of 1936 but only
issued $30 million instead of the original $40 million. By doing so was able to attain a Baa, or investment
28

The systematic component of volatility is the predicted returns based on regressing daily stock returns on industry-level fixed
effects interacted with time fixed-effects and Fama-French factors with firm-level factor loadings that are estimated prior to the
OCC announcement. I then take the absolute value of these predicted returns which I call the systematic component and the
absolute value of the residual returns from that regression I call the idiosyncratic returns. The idiosyncratic returns are not
necessarily idiosyncratic since if leverage changed after the announcement that would alter the risk factor loadings and would
show up as idiosyncratic volatility not systematic volatility, but instead is meant to capture any changes not driven by aggregate
movements in volatility and consistent factor loadings.
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grade, rating. It is interesting to note that Jones and Laughlin Steel decided to reduce the size of the bond
issue, and perhaps investment, rather than raise the promised yield to attract additional investors. This
appears to document the first instance of a firm attempting to “game” ratings.
Empirical analysis of firm issuance behavior, bond yields, and equity volatility suggest such
distortions had broader effects than just this one anecdotal case. I show in figure 5 that aggregate
investment grade issuance increased relative to speculative grade in the years after the 1936 ruling. For
example, Aaa and Ba issuance moved almost in lockstep in the years from 1930-1935, but Aaa issuance
rose more than 3 times faster from 1936-1940. From figures 5a and 5b we can see that this was not
driven by a wedge in the number of issues but by the average issuance size. Just as was the case for Jones
and Laughlin Steel Corporation firms may have reduced their issuance sizes in order to avoid the ratingcontingent regulation. In Table 6 column 4 I re-run the prior analysis on bond yields, looking at bonds
with different ratings within the same firm, but separate the speculative bonds into those right near the
cut-off and those further away. I find for bonds further from the investment grade border there is a
significantly larger 3.9% rise in yields. Though no longer statistically significant the point estimates for
bonds at the Ba level are similar to those in the previous specifications, so it is still consistent with a rise
in yields among these bonds, but it is clear that the costs of financing rose substantially more for
speculative bonds further from the border. In Table 8 column 5 I look at equity volatility for firms with
bonds closer vs. further from the border and in contrast find if anything a smaller effect for firms with
lower rated bonds. Taken together it appears that firms with bonds near the investment grade cut-off had a
smaller increases in yields, but if anything had larger reductions in issuance size and volatility. These
would all be consistent with firms near the cut-off altering their financing or investment behavior to
“game” the newly established investment grade cut-off.

6

Conclusion
Overall this paper provides the first evidence on the effects of the 1936 inception of federal

rating-based restrictions on bank investment as well as the first causal empirical evidence that ratingcontingent regulations reduce firm equity values. While there is some limited prior evidence of the
potential for positive effects for firm equity values, these are not during recoveries following economic
downturns. Regulations to curb bank speculation are often prompted by prior distress, which tend to
alleviate some agency costs, making the negative effects estimated in this paper particularly relevant for
policy decisions. At a minimum they provide evidence the effects of such regulations are likely to be
time-varying and depend on the degree of agency problems vs. financial constraints for firms and the
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economy overall. In addition, I demonstrate that this regulation leads to increases in costs of debt
financing smaller than the fall in equity values. This is supported by the finding of slower investment and
asset growth in subsequent years and a fall in equity volatility. I also show it appears to be exacerbated by
the rating-based nature of the regulation, raising concerns about the role of CRAs as a means of
implementation. This is consistent with an important role played by changes in firm behavior to the
regulation and highlights the risks from evaluating only changes in the assets directly affected by bank
investment restrictions.
In a report on the effects of the Volcker Rule, Duffie (2012) raises concerns that “firms would
face higher costs for raising new capital”, while Thakor (2012) laments that it is “likely to lead to higher
costs of capital for businesses and potentially lower capital investments by these borrowers”. This paper is
not meant to be a direct test of the overall effect of the Volcker Rule, since this regulation is more
liquidity focused and differs along a number of other dimensions, but results are largely consistent with a
significant cost for non-financial firms of the portion of such regulations that limits bank participation and
complements a growing literature highlighting the importance of banks in speculative corporate debt
markets. I also find that firms are aware of these costs and willing to take actions to avoid these ratingcontingent regulations. To the extent that such restrictions are tied to ratings, as they were in the past, the
evidence presented in this paper suggests that costs from the endogenous response of firms should be an
important consideration in any policy meant to improve risk management and monitoring. During a
recession firms could be incentivized to reduce investment even more than they normally would in order
to prevent themselves from falling below the investment grade level. Given these results, it is likely that
continuing to understand the role the costs of rating-contingent regulation play in local and in general
equilibrium should be an important area of future exploration for policy makers and finance academic
researchers alike. In addition, given the broad scope of this specific regulation, with almost half of even
publicly listed bonds affected, it is likely that there were important macroeconomic implications of this
regulation. It may have even played a role in the size of the 1937-1938 recession. Though an analysis of
that is beyond the scope of the empirical design of this paper, it presents another interesting opportunity
for future economic historians.
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Figure 1. Economic Recoveries and Bank Investment Restrictions - Great Depression vs. Great Recession
This figure shows corporate costs of debt financing (Baa bond yields) during the booms, busts, and recovery in the 15 years surrounding the Great Depression (red solid line) and
Great Recession (blue solid line), to illustrate the timing of regulations intended to curb bank speculation. Yields are taken from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
(https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/BAA). The date of the initial wall street crash in 1929, Lehman Brothers collapse in 2007, initial passage of the Volcker Rule in 2014, and
announcement of the banning of speculative grade purchases by banks in 1936 are depicted as well.
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Figure 2. Ratings Distributions and the Investment Grade Cut-off
These figures show the distribution of corporate credit ratings. Figure 2a depicts the distribution monthly S&P
Domestic Long Term Issuer Credit Ratings from Jan-1981 to Sep-2012 from Compustat’s Ratings Database and the
associated endogenous response to the investment grade cut-off. The red bars show the percent of all issuer-months
with the designated long-term credit rating. The blue dashed line depicts the investment grade cut-off which begins at
BBB-. Figure 2b shows the distribution of annual corporate bond credit ratings given by Moody’s Investors Services
taken from 1932-1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities Manual for
3,646 bond-year observations.

Figure 2a. S&P Long-Term Credit Ratings Distribution 1981-2012
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Figure 2b. Moody’s Bond Rating Distribution for 1932-1935
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Figure 3. Equity Value: Investment vs Speculative Debt Financing
These figures display the effect on equity values of the 1936 ruling banning bank “speculation”. Figure 3a is the
difference in cumulative abnormal stock returns (CARs) from the residual of the 3-Fama French factor regression
shown in equation (1) for firms financing themselves with speculative relative to investment grade public bonds.
Regressions control for Figure 3b displays the CARs for each group separately. The estimation period runs from Jan 1st,
1935 - March 17th, 1936 and results are displayed for a 1-month window before and after the comptroller ruling on Feb
15th, 1936. All data on stock returns are taken from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and bond ratings
are collected from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities
Manual.
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Figure 4. Equity Value: Firms without Publicly Traded Bonds Placebo Test

Daily Cumulative Abnormal Returns (%)

These figures display the effect on equity values of the 1936 ruling banning bank “speculation” for firms not reliant on
the public debt market. In particular, this depicts the cumulative abnormal stock returns (CARs) from the residual of the
3-Fama French factor regression shown in equation (1) for firms without any publicly traded bonds. Firms without debt
and with high volatility are plotted separately as a placebo test to show that stock price movement is not driven by the
release of macroeconomic news that differentially affects high risk stocks. The estimation period runs from Jan 1st,
1935 - March 17th, 1936 and results are displayed for a 1-month window before and after the comptroller ruling on Feb
15th, 1936. All data on stock returns are taken from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and bond ratings
are collected from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities
Manual.
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Figure 5. Cumulative New Bond Offerings by Initial Rating 1930-1940
This plots the cumulative (millions) of new offerings by initial rating as taken from the tables in Hickman (1957) with
speculative grades denoted by dashed lines. Figure 5a shows the results in dollars while 5b shows the raw number of
new corporate bond issues by rating grade.
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Figure 5b. Cumulative New Bond Offerings (#)
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Table 1. Matched CRSP-Moody’s Sample Statistics
Summary statistics for a sample of 721 firms from the Center for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) matched with ratings from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s
Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities Manual broken down by rating. Each of the ratings refers to minimum bond rating for each firm. For firms without debt they have
also been split into the highest quartile by volatility, No Debt High Vol, and the lowest quartile by volatility, No Debt Low Vol. Financial firms were not rated by Moody’s at the
time so they have been listed separately.

Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Ba

B

Caa

Ca

C

Mean 𝛽𝛽𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

0.57

0.66

0.90

1.25

1.28

0.97

1.03

0.47

-1.84

Mean 𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

0.21

-0.15

0.07

0.22

0.55

0.94

1.34

2.24

3.35

Mean 𝛽𝛽ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

0.11

0.24

0.43

0.42

0.54

0.91

0.50

1.86

2.08

Mean Log(Market Cap)

5.22

5.02

4.64

4.29

3.78

3.35

2.99

2.97

2.61

Mean Ann. Volatility

25%

33%

36%

50%

67%

103%

122%

141%

279%

# Observations

10

13

19

56

43

43

19

6

2

Investment

Speculative

No Debt

No Debt

No Debt

Grade

Grade

All

High Volatility

Low Volatility

Unrated

Missing

Financial

Mean 𝛽𝛽𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

1.04

1.02

0.99

1.11

0.61

0.94

0.31

0.91

0.14

0.97

0.46

1.04

0.11

0.81

0.19

0.55

0.37

0.79

0.08

0.33

-0.04

0.35

0.46

0.43

Mean Log(Market Cap)

4.55

3.42

4.06

3.40

4.73

3.64

3.70

3.80

Mean Ann. Volatility

42%

98%

50%

92%

23%

86%

82%

72%

# Observations

98

113

422

106

105

61

2

25

Mean 𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
Mean 𝛽𝛽ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
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Table 2a. Matched Bond Price – Moody’s Sample Summary Statistics
Summary statistics for a sample of 954 bond issues for 542 firms that match between ratings obtained from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual,
and Moody’s Utilities Manual and all bonds with positive sales on a given day from Jan 12th, 1935- Feb 21st, 1936 listed on the New York Stock Exchange or New York Curb
Exchange which are hand collected from the New York Times at monthly or daily frequency (daily closer to the Feb. 15th, 1936 OCC announcement).

Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Ba

B

Caa

Ca

Mean Yield (%)

3.75

4.20

5.09

6.72

10.98

19.83

34.96

52.54

Median Yield (%)

3.71

4.11

4.66

5.39

7.79

13.11

29.05

62.42

Mean Log Sales ($1k par)

2.35

2.59

2.76

3.12

3.12

3.15

2.83

3.58

Median Log Sales ($1k par)

2.30

2.56

2.71

3.14

3.14

3.14

2.71

3.64

# Issues

107

174

198

146

178

131

15

5

# Issuers

54

68

137

72

104

91

12

4

# Observations

1,342

2,456

2,334

3,719

3,299

1,588

523

135

Table 2b. Financial Statement Summary Statistics for 1935
Summary statistics for a sample of 422 firms from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities Manual that have detailed
financial information, including total assets, long-term debt, and property, plant, & equipment (PP&E) from 1932-1940 matched to those that also have stock prices in the Center
for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP).

Mean

Median

Stdev

#Firms

Total Assets ($Mil)
Long-term Debt ($Mil)
Long-Term Debt/Assets

125.2
28.9
0.55

30.1
2.5
0.50

233.0
70.4
0.30

422
422
422

Net PP&E/Assets

0.51

0.51

0.24

422
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Table 3. Curbing Bank Speculation and Non-Financial Firm Equity Values
This table depicts the effect on equity values of the 1936 ruling banning bank “speculation”. Column 1 is a differences-in-differences regression of daily excess stock returns for
firms financing themselves with speculative relative to investment grade public bonds before and after the announcement of the regulation. Column 2 is the same, but controls for
the stock market excess return. Column 3 is the panel regression specified in equation 2 which allows for different factors loadings on the 3 Fama-French factors for every firm.
Column 4 reruns the baseline regression in Table 3 column (1) but also includes 2-digit SIC code interacted with event fixed effects. This table focuses on the baseline results
where regressions are run over the period from Jan 1st, 1935 – February 21st, 1936 with the event window defined as 5 days following the announcement from February 15, 1936February 21, 1936. All analyses run include security-level fixed effects. All data on stock returns are taken from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and bond
ratings are collected from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities Manual. Standard errors clustered at the security-level are
reported in parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

No Controls
(1)
-0.0059***
(0.0019)

1 Factor
(2)
-0.0043**
(0.0021)

3 Factors
(3)
-0.0069***
(0.0019)

Industry Controls
(4)
-0.0103***
(0.0020)

0.0018*
(0.0011)

0.0002
(0.0012)

0.0013
(0.0011)

0.0071***
(0.0010)

Issue FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mkt-Rf

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

SMB & HML

No

No

Yes

Yes

Dependent Variable:
Excess Stock Returns
Event x Speculative Financing
Event

Event x Industry FEs

No

No

No

Yes

Observations

70,867

33,136

70,867

70,867

Adj. R-squared

0.000

0.07

0.09

0.09
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Table 4. Difference-in-differences Validation
This table validates the differences-in-differences methodology used in this paper to examine the effect on equity values of the 1936 ruling restricting bank investment to bonds
rated at least Baa or higher (aka “investment” grade). Column 1 is a differences-in-differences regression of daily excess stock returns for firms financing themselves with
speculative relative to investment grade public bonds before and after the announcement of the regulation after controlling for concurrent returns of the 3 Fama-French portfolios.
For this column speculative bonds include on those rated “B”. Column 2 is the same as 1, but investment grade includes only “Baa”, while speculative grade includes only “Ba”.
Column 3 is a placebo test where bonds rated “Aaa-A” are defined as investment grade, while bonds rated “Baa” are incorrectly assigned as speculative. Column 4 is similar, but
assigns “B-C” as speculative grade and “Ba” incorrectly as investment grade. Column 5 is the same as column 1, but all firms with bonds rated Ba or lower are omitted and replace
with all firms without any public bonds as a placebo test. Column 6 is the same as column 5, but includes a speculative only those firms without public bonds, but of similar equity
volatility to firms with speculative grade bonds. This table focuses on the baseline results where regressions are run over the period from Jan 1st, 1935 – February 21st, 1936 with
the event window defined as 5 days following the announcement from February 15, 1936- February 21, 1936. All data on stock returns are taken from the Center for Research in
Security Prices (CRSP) and bond ratings are collected from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities Manual. All analyses
run include security-level fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the security-level are reported in parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Dependent Variable:

Aaa-Baa vs. B

Baa vs. Ba

Excess Stock Returns

(1)

(2)

Event x Speculative Financing

***

***

Placebo test #1: No treatment
Aaa-A vs. Baa
Ba vs. B-C
(3)

(4)

Placebo test #2: No public debt
No Debt All
No Debt Hi Volatility
(5)
(6)

-0.0098
(0.0027)

-0.0055
(0.0026)

0.0019
(0.0022)

-0.0036
(0.0031)

0.0017
(0.0012)

-0.0034
(0.0022)

0.0013
(0.0011)

0.0021
(0.0015)

0.00015
(0.0016)

-0.0035
(0.0022)

-0.0004
(0.0006)

0.0013
(0.0011)

Issue FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

FF Factor Controls

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

“Investment” Grade

Aaa-Baa

Baa

Aaa-A

Ba

Aaa-Baa

Aaa-Baa

“Speculative” Grade

B

Ba

Baa

B-C

No Debt All

No Debt Hi Vol

47,521

33,136

33,080

37,787

172,429

69,214

0.12

0.18

0.23

0.07

0.11

0.08

Event

Observations
Adj. R-squared
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Table 5. Heterogeneity by Industry Reliance on Public Bond Markets
This table shows that the effect on equity values of the 1936 ruling banning bank “speculation” was concentrated in industries reliant on public bond markets. Column 1 is a
differences-in-differences regression of daily excess stock returns for firms financing themselves with speculative relative to investment grade public bonds before and after the
announcement of the regulation. Column 1 interacts the event and dummy for having the lowest rated corporate bond be speculative grade (Ba or lower) with a dummy variable,
External Finance Dependent, that equals one if firm is not in the manufacturing sector, as a proxy for firms that are more reliant on external financing from public bond markets.
Column (2) is the same as (1) but External Finance Dependent equals one if the firm is in the Railroad or Transit sectors. Column (3) is the same as (2) but only for the Railroad
sector. Column (4) is the same as (2) but External Finance Dependent equals one if the firm is in the Transportation or Utilities sectors. This table focuses on the baseline results
where regressions are run over the period from Jan 1st, 1935 – February 21st, 1936 with the event window defined as 5 days following the announcement from February 15, 1936February 21, 1936. All data on stock returns are taken from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and bond ratings are collected from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial
Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities Manual. All analyses run include security-level fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the security-level are
reported in parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Dependent Variable:

Ext Fin 1

Ext Fin 2

Ext Fin 3

Ext Fin 4

Excess Stock Returns

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Event x Speculative Financing
x Ext. Fin. Dependent

-0.0126***
(0.0038)

-0.0125***
(0.0045)

-0.0121***
(0.0047)

-0.0087**
(0.0040)

Event x Speculative Financing

0.0032
(0.0030)

-0.0026
(0.0021)

-0.0030
(0.0021)

-0.0022
(0.0022)

Event x Ext. Fin. Dependent

0.0047**
(0.0026)

0.0098***
(0.0025)

0.0103***
(0.0026)

0.0030
(0.0023)

Event

-0.0029**
(0.0013)

-0.0125***
(0.0045)

-0.0122**
(0.0011)

-0.0005
(0.0013)

Issue FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

FF Factor Controls

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

External Finance Dep.

Non-Mfg.

RR&Transit

RR

Trans/Utils

Observations

71,192

71,192

71,192

71,192

Adj. R-squared

0.063

0.063

0.063

0.066
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Table 6. Curbing Bank Speculation and Non-Financial Firm %∆Bond Yields
This table examines the percent change in daily bond yields around the comptroller announcement on February 15th, 1936 for investment vs. speculative grade bonds as rating by
Moody’s. This table focuses on the baseline results where regressions are run over the period from Feb 4th, 1936 – February 21st, 1936 with the event window defined as 5 days
from February 15, 1936- February 21, 1936. All bonds rated C or higher by Moody’s Investor Services in 1935 are included in the analysis. Data includes all bonds listed on the
New York Stock Exchange and New York Curb Exchange and are collected from the New York Times collected at daily frequency surrounding the event. Column (1) estimates a
regression of the percent change in daily bond yields,%∆𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌, relative to the mean yield in 1936 but prior to the regulation, regressed on issue-level fixed effects and the
interactions of a dummy variable, Speculative, equal to one if a bond’s rating is worse than Baa with a dummy variable, Event, equal to one if time period is after regulation was
announced. Column (2) is the same as 1 but includes only bonds rated Ba or Baa in the regression. Column (3) is the same as 1 but includes fixed effects for each firm (issuer)
interacted with the Event dummy to allow for comparison of bonds with speculative vs. investment grade ratings within the same firm. This regression also allows for different
factors loadings on the Fama-French factor DEF, which is just the average return of all bonds in excess of the short-term treasury bill rate. Column (4) is the same as 4, but now
breaks down speculative ratings into a dummy variable for bonds that are rated Ba and a dummy variable for bonds that are B or lower. All analyses run include security-level
fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the security-level are reported in parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Dependent Variable:
Event x Speculative Bond

%∆Bond Yield
(1)

%∆Bond Yield
(2)

%∆Bond Yield
(3)

0.857**
(0.446)

1.239**
(0.639)

1.642*
(0.987)

%∆Bond Yield
(4)

Event x Ba Dummy

0.9935
(0.513)

Event x B and lower Dummy

3.864***
(1.348)

“Investment” Grade

-1.119***
(0.326)
Aaa-Baa

-0.138
(0.576)
Baa

-9.574***
(0.987)
Aaa-Baa

-8.925***
(0.397)
Aaa-Baa

“Speculative” Grade

Ba-C

Ba

Ba-C

N/A

Issue FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DEF Factor

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Issuer x Event FEs

No

No

Yes

Yes

Observations

5,696

2,840

1,085

1,085

Adj. R-squared

0.265

0.409

0.795

0.796

Event
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Table 7. Curbing Bank Speculation and Non-Financial Firm Balance Sheets
This table looks at the long-run real effects on debt issuance, asset growth, and investment from the Office of the Comptroller of Currency announcement on February 15th, 1936,
restricting bank investment to bonds rated at least Baa or higher (aka “investment” grade). All data come from the Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual,
and Moody’s Utilities Manual which have detailed financial information, including total assets, long-term debt, and property, plant, & equipment (PP&E) from 1932-1940. These
are matched to corporate bond ratings from the same manuals, but only for 1935 and SIC code industry classifications from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). All
data is at the annual frequency. Column (1) regresses the logarithm of the book value of long-term debt on a dummy variable, Event, equal to one if the year is 1936 or later
interacted with a dummy variable, Speculative Dummy, equal to one if the lowest rated corporate bond of the firm is Ba or lower. It also includes firm fixed effects and industry
interacted with event dummy fixed effects, where industry grouping is based on four digit SIC codes. All interactions are included in the specification and are available upon
request. Column (2) is the same as column (1) but looks at the logarithm of total book assets. Column (3) is the same as column (1) but looks at the logarithm of the book value of
net property, plant, and equipment. Column (4) is the same as column (1) but looks at the ratio of the book value of long-term debt to total book asset value. All analyses run
include firm-level fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the firm-level are reported in parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Dependent Variable:

ln(Long Term Debt)
(1)

ln(Assets)
(2)

ln(PP&E)
(3)

Event x Speculative Financing

-0.212***
(0.075)

-0.064***
(0.025)

-0.077**
(0.033)

Event

-0.9007**
(0.3796)

0.0130
(0.1260)

-0.0764
(0.1689)

Firm Fixed Effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Industry x Event Fixed Effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Observations

1,186

1,186

1,186

Adj. R-squared

0.941

0.990

0.986
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Table 8. Curbing Bank Speculation and Non-Financial Firm Equity Volatility
In this table I run a difference-in-differences analysis on proxies for firm equity return volatility for firms with bonds rated above vs. below investment grade around the Office of
the Comptroller of Currency announcement on February 15th, 1936, restricting bank investment to bonds rated at least Baa or higher (aka “investment” grade). All data on stock
returns are taken from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and bond ratings are collected from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation
Manual, and Moody’s Utilities Manual. All firms with bonds rated C or higher by Moody’s Investor Services in 1935 are included in the analysis. Column (1) estimates a
regression of the absolute value of daily returns,�𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 �, regressed on the interactions of a dummy variable, Speculative, equal to one if firm’s minimum bond rating is worse than
Baa with a dummy variable, Event, equal to one if time period is after regulation was announced. The regression is run from 1/1/36-3/31/36 where the post announcement period is
all dates after (and including) 2/15/1936 and includes firm-level fixed effects. Column (2) is the same as 1, but now the dependent variable is the absolute value of daily
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
|. Idiosyncratic returns are measured as the residual after regressing daily stock returns on 2 digit SIC code interacted with time fixed effects and firmidiosyncratic returns, |𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
specific factor loadings on each of Fama-French Factors, SML, HML, and market excess returns. Column (3) is the same as 2, but now the dependent variable is the absolute
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
value of the systematic component of returns, |𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 |. This is computed as the raw stock return minus the residual component from column 2. Column (4) is the same as 2, but the
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
|. This is computed as the current absolute value of idiosyncratic returns divided
dependent variable is the percent change in the absolute value of idiosyncratic returns, %Δ|𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
by the mean absolute value of idiosyncratic returns in 1936, but prior to the regulation. Column (5) is the same as 4, but now breaks down speculative ratings into a dummy
variable for firms whose worst rated bond is Ba and a dummy variable for firms whose worst rated bond are B or lower. All analyses run include security-level fixed effects.
Standard errors clustered at the security-level are reported in parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Dependent Variable:
Event x Speculative Financing

|𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 |
(1)

-0.00365***
(0.00105)

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
|𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
|
(2)

-0.00376***
(0.00087)

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

|𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 |
(3)
-0.00035
(0.00036)

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
%Δ|𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
|
(4)

-8.869***
(2.919)

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
%Δ|𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
|
(5)

Event x Ba

-9.359***
(3.598)

Event x B and lower

-8.567***
(3.281)
-0.00141***
(0.00051)

-0.00079*
(0.00042)

0.00165***
(0.00204)

-2.541
(2.309)

-2.541
(2.309)

1/36-3/36

1/36-3/36

1/36-3/36

1/36-3/36

1/36-3/36

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Observations

15,797

15,797

15,797

15,797

15,797

Adj. R-squared

0.175

0.248

0.160

0.047

0.047

Event
Estimation Window
Issue FEs
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Appendix A: Supplementary Tables & Figures
Figure A1. NYSE Daily Stock Volume ($) 1935 and 1936
The sum of all daily dollar trading volume of U.S. stocks on the New York Stock Exchange is plotted for all trading days
in 1935 and 1936. The first trading week following the February 15th, 1936 comptroller restriction on speculative
investment is highlighted. All data on stock trading volume is taken from the Center for Research in Security Prices
(CRSP). Summary statistics covering the period 1935-1936 are displayed below.
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Table A1. Curbing Bank Speculation and Non-Financial Firm Equity Values – Clustering
This table shows that the observed the effect on equity values of the 1936 ruling banning bank “speculation”, is not driven by the choice of clustering of standard errors. Column 1
is a differences-in-differences regression of daily excess stock returns for firms financing themselves with speculative relative to investment grade public bonds before and after the
announcement of the regulation. This follows the panel regression specified in equation 2 which allows for different factors loadings on the 3 Fama-French factors for every firm.
Standard errors are clustered at the security-level. Column 2 is the same as column 1, but clusters errors at the daily level. Column 3 is the same as column 1, but has robust nonclustered standard errors. This table focuses on the baseline results where regressions are run over the period from Jan 1st, 1935 – February 21st, 1936 with the event window
defined as 5 days following the announcement from February 15, 1936- February 21, 1936. All analyses run include security-level fixed effects. All data on stock returns are taken
from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and bond ratings are collected from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s
Utilities Manual. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Dependent Variable:
Excess Stock Returns

Baseline
(1)

Day Cluster
(2)

No Cluster
(3)

Event x Speculative Dummy

-0.0069***
(0.0019)

-0.0069***
(0.0015)

-0.0069***
(0.0020)

Event

0.0013
(0.0011)

0.0013
(0.0016)

0.0013
(0.0009)

Issue FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

FF Factor Controls

Yes

Yes

Yes

70,867

70,867

70,867

0.09

0.09

0.09

Observations
Adj. R-squared
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Table A2. Curbing Bank Speculation and Non-Financial Firm Equity Values – Additional Robustness Tests
This table shows that the observed the effect on equity values of the 1936 ruling banning bank “speculation”, is not driven by the choice of window size or firm-level rating
definition. Column 1 is a differences-in-differences regression of daily excess stock returns for firms financing themselves with speculative relative to investment grade public
bonds before and after the announcement of the regulation. This follows the panel regression specified in equation 2 which allows for different factors loadings on the 3 FamaFrench factors for every firm. Unlike the baseline specification the estimation period in this case runs for only 3 months event going from November 21st, 1935-February 21st,
1936, but with the event window defined as the same in the baseline: the 5 days following the announcement from February 15, 1936- February 21, 1936. Column 2 is the same as
column 1, but uses the original baseline estimation window from January 1st, 1935-February 21st, 1936 and a longer event window including 5 days before and after the
announcement on February 15th, 1936. Column 3 is the same as the baseline regression in Table 3 column 3, but uses the maximum rating of all the bonds in a firm instead of the
minimum. All analyses run include security-level fixed effects. All data on stock returns are taken from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and bond ratings are
collected from the 1935 Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities Manual. Standard errors clustered at the security-level are reported in
parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Dependent Variable:

Est. Window

10-Day Window

Max Rating

Excess Stock Returns

(1)

(2)

(3)

Event x Speculative Dummy

-0.0082
(0.0021)

-0.0048
(0.0015)

-0.0046**
(0.0021)

Event

0.0013
(0.0011)

0.00022
(0.0007)

-0.0006
(0.0012)

Issue FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

FF Factor Controls

Yes

Yes

Yes

Estimation Window

11/21/35-2/21/36

1/1/35-2/21/36

1/1/35-2/21/36

Event Window (’36)

2/15-2/21

2/10-2/21

2/15-2/21

19,065

70,867

70,867

0.10

0.09

0.09

Observations
Adj. R-squared

***
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Table A3. Curbing Bank Speculation and Non-Financial Firm ∆Bond Yields
This table examines the change in daily bond yields around the comptroller announcement on February 15th, 1936 for investment vs. speculative grade bonds as rating by Moody’s.
This table focuses on the baseline results where regressions are run over the period from Feb 4th, 1936 – February 21st, 1936 with the event window defined as 5 days from
February 15, 1936- February 21, 1936. All bonds rated C or higher by Moody’s Investor Services in 1935 are included in the analysis. Data includes all bonds listed on the New
York Stock Exchange and New York Curb Exchange and are collected from the New York Times collected at daily frequency surrounding the event. Column (1) estimates a
regression of the daily bond yields,𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌, regressed on issue-level fixed effects and the interactions of a dummy variable, Speculative, equal to one if a bond’s rating is
worse than Baa with a dummy variable, Event, equal to one if time period is after regulation was announced. This specification only includes bonds rated Baa or worse in the
regression. Column (2) is the same as 1 but includes only bonds rated Ba or Baa in the regression. Column (3) is the same as 1 but includes all bonds rated C or better and fixed
effects for each firm (issuer) interacted with the Event dummy to allow for comparison of bonds with speculative vs. investment grade ratings within the same firm. This regression
also allows for different factors loadings on the Fama-French factor DEF, which is just the average return of all bonds in excess of the short-term treasury bill rate. Column (4) is
the same as 3, but now breaks down speculative ratings into a dummy variable for bonds that are rated Ba and a dummy variable for bonds that are B or lower. Standard errors
clustered at the security level are reported in parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Dependent Variable:
Event x Speculative Financing

Bond Yield
(1)

Bond Yield
(2)

Bond Yield
(3)

0.00214**
(0.00099)

0.00120**
(0.00058)

0.00254*
(0.00135)

Bond Yield
(4)

Event x Ba

0.00147
(0.00101)

Event x B and lower

0.00622**
(0.00274)

“Investment” Grade

-0.00149*
(0.00081)
Baa

-0.00021
(0.00485)
Baa

-0.00855***
(0.00134)
Aaa-Baa

-0.00748***
(0.0010)
Aaa-Baa

“Speculative” Grade

Ba-C

Ba

Ba-C

N/A

Event

Issue FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DEF Factor

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Issuer x Post FEs

No

No

Yes

Yes

Observations

3,706

2,840

1,087

1,087

Adj. R-squared

0.976

0.865

0.991

0.991
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Table A4. Curbing Bank Speculation and Non-Financial Firm Balance Sheets: Only on Investment Grade Border
This table looks at the long-run real effects on debt issuance, asset growth, and investment from the Office of the Comptroller of Currency announcement on February 15th, 1936,
restricting bank investment to bonds rated at least Baa or higher (aka “investment” grade), but focuses on only those firms whose lowest rated bond were Baa or Ba in 1935. All
data come from the Moody’s Industrial Manual, Moody’s Transportation Manual, and Moody’s Utilities Manual which have detailed financial information, including total assets,
long-term debt, and property, plant, & equipment (PP&E) from 1932-1940. These are matched to corporate bond ratings from the same manuals, but only for 1935 and SIC code
industry classifications from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). All data is at the annual frequency. Column (1) regresses the logarithm of the book value of longterm debt on a dummy variable, Event, equal to one if the year is 1936 or later interacted with a dummy variable, Speculative Dummy, equal to one if the lowest rated corporate
bond of the firm is Ba or lower. It also includes firm fixed effects. All interactions are included in the specification and are available upon request. Column (2) is the same as
column (1) but looks at the logarithm of total book assets. Column (3) is the same as column (1) but looks at the logarithm of the book value of net property, plant, and equipment.
Column (4) is the same as column (1) but looks at the ratio of the book value of long-term debt to total book asset value. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in
parentheses. P-Values: *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Dependent Variable:

ln(Long Term Debt)
(1)

ln(Assets)
(2)

ln(PP&E)
(3)

Event x Speculative Dummy

-0.157**
(0.069)

-0.051**
(0.022)

-0.029
(0.037)

Event

-0.059
(0.044)

0.078***
(0.014)

0.028
(0.024)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Baa-Ba

Baa-Ba

Baa-Ba

Firm Fixed Effects
Rating Grades Included
Observations
Adj. R-squared

552

552

552

0.958

0.994

0.985
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Appendix B: Data Collection Examples
B1. Bond Price Data Collection Example
Company Name
GOODRICH (B.F.) CO.
GOODRICH (B.F.) CO.

Coupon Maturity Class Date Sales Last Change
6
1945
2/15/36 241 104.75
0
6.5
1947
2/15/36 20 108.25
0

B2. Bond Ratings Collection Example
Company Name
Coupon Maturity Class Date Rating
GOODRICH (B.F.) CO.
6
1945
6/22/36 Ba
GOODRICH (B.F.) CO.
6.5
1947
6/22/36 Baa

Company Name
GOODRICH (B.F.) CO.
GOODRICH (B.F.) CO.

Coupon Maturity Class Date Old Rating New Rating
6
1945
3/19/34
B
Ba
6.5
1947
3/19/34
Ba
Baa
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B3. Balance Sheet Information

Company Name
Year
Funded Debt
Funded Debt
Total Assets
Total Assets
Fixed Assets
Fixed Assets

Company Name
GOODRICH (B.F.) CO.

B.F. Goodrich Co.
1936
Funded debt
36,956,300
total
124,020,982
depreciated value
49,765,611

B.F. Goodrich Co.
1936
Subsidiary bonded debt
332,600

Coupon Maturity
6.5
1947

Class

Date Outstanding
6/22/36 17,156,500

B4. Insurance Company Holdings Data
Company Name
Coupon
Maturity
Class
Date
Insurance Company
Par Held

Crucible Steel Co of America
5
1940
deb
12/31/38
Met Life
113,000
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